Abstract-In this paper, we propose the mqr-tree, a two-dimensional spatial access method that organizes spatial objects in a two-dimensional node and based on their spatial relationships. Previously proposed spatial access methods that attempt to maintain spatial relationships between objects in their structures are limited in their incorporation of existing one-dimensional spatial access methods, or have lower space utilization in its nodes, and higher tree height, overcoverage and overlap than is necessary. The mqr-tree utilizes a node organization, set of spatial relationship rules and insertion strategy in order to gain significant improvements in overlap and overcoverage. In addition, other desirable properties are identified as a result of the chosen node organization and insertion strategies. In particular, zero overlap is achieved when the mqr-tree is used to index point data. A comparison of the mqr-tree insertion strategy versus the R-tree shows significant improvements in overlap and overcoverage, with comparable space utilization. In addition, a comparison of region searching shows that the mqr-tree achieves a lower number of disk accesses in many cases.
INTRODUCTION
ANY applications existing today that store and manipulate spatial data. A spatial database [22] contains a large collection of objects that are located in multi-dimensional space. For example, the Geological Survey of Canada maintains a repository of spatial data for many geosciences applications [14] , while the Protein Data Bank [6] contains many three-dimensional protein structures.
An important issue in spatial data management is to efficiently retrieve objects based on their location by using spatial access methods. An approximation method is a spatial access method that maintains a hierarchy of approximations of both objects and the space occupied by subsets of objects. Approximations are usually represented using a minimum bounding rectangle. Many approximation strategies have been proposed in the literature. However, most proposed strategies do not preserve all spatial relationships between objects because the data, which is represented in n-dimensional space, is forced into a 1-dimensional ordering [3] , [5] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [15] , [20] . This leads to inefficient searching, both within a node and the structure as a whole, because the only option is a linear search of a node in its entirety.
A few strategies have been proposed that attempt to preserve spatial relationships between objects [1] , [12] , [16] , [18] . However, they are limited in that they still incorporate existing 1-dimensional spatial access methods, bulk-load their objects only, or result in a very high tree height and low average space utilization. These limitations can lead to high coverage, overcoverage and overlap of minimum bounding rectangles.
Therefore, we propose the mqr-tree, which improves upon existing spatial access methods by proposing a modified node organization and set of spatial relationship rules, and new insertion and search algorithms. We evaluate the mqr-tree against a benchmark strategy, the R-tree [9] . We show that the mqr-tree achieves significant improvements in overlap and overcoverage over the Rtree. Also, we show that the mqr-tree can achieve a significantly lower number of disk accesses when performing a region search. With these improvements accomplished, different searching strategies can be explored that can perform a partial search of nodes. This paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 presents related work in the area of spatial access methods and their limitations. Section 3 presents the mqr-tree, in particular its node organization, insertion strategy and region search strategy. Section 4 presents special properties of the mqr-tree. Section 5 presents the results of our experimental evaluation versus the R-tree. Finally, the paper concludes and gives research directions in Section 6.
RELATED WORK
Many approaches for indexing objects based on location are proposed in the literature (see [8] , [19] , [22] for surveys). These approaches are classified into three categories [8] : main memory methods, point access methods and spatial access methods (spatial access methods). Many important strategies are proposed in all categories. We focus on spatial access methods, since our work resides in this category.
Spatial access methods provide uniform access to both point and object data. Also, they remain height-balanced in the presence of a dynamic object set. Many spatial ac-
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• M. Moreau [13] and [14] , and contains modified material from those papers cess methods are proposed in the literature [1] , [2] , [3] , [5] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [15] , [16] , [18] , [20] . They can be classified [8] into approximation, clipping, and mapping methods. Approximation methods store a hierarchy of approximations of both objects and the space occupied by subsets of objects. Since the space is not partitioned, approximations can overlap. Many approximation methods are proposed, including the R-tree [9] , the R * -tree [3] , the Xtree [5] , the R * Q-tree [8] , the PR-tree [1] , the 2DR-tree [16] , [17] , the VoR-tree [21] , the DR-tree [12] and the MSI approach [2] . Clipping methods, such as the R + -tree [20] , partition an object into parts so that overlap is avoided. Mapping methods map objects in n-dimensional space into a one-dimensional order. The objects are then stored and retrieved using an access method such as a B + -tree [7] . Approaches that use mapping include Z-ordering [15] , the Hilbert R-tree [10] , and the Filter tree [11] .
A limitation to most hierarchical spatial access methods is their one-dimensional structure. However, no ndimensional to one-dimensional mapping of spatial data exists that preserves all spatial relationships between objects [8] . This forces objects in n-dimensional space to be in a one-dimensional ordering, which results in the loss of spatial relationships. This leads to inefficient searching, both within a node and the structure as a whole, because the only option is a linear search of a node in its entirety. Mapping methods do provide a onedimensional ordering of objects, but they cannot maintain all spatial relationships.
A few proposed strategies that attempt to overcome this one-dimensional limitation are the R*-Q-tree, the 2DR-tree, the DR-tree and the MSI approach. In the R*-Qtree, the space that contains objects is partitioned into four quadrants, and a standard R*-tree is constructed for each. Although the root level takes the spatial relationships of objects into account, the existence of the R*-trees still implies that one-dimensional mapping of objects in n-dimensional space still takes place. The MSI approach extends the R*Q-tree approach by recursively partitioning the quadrants until the number of objects in each region falls below a specified threshold, before constructing a traditional index for each region, such as an R-tree. The regions are stored in a metaTree to facilitate access to the required R-trees. Along with the R*-Q-tree, the MSI approach inherits the one-dimensional property of object organization, since the R-tree is used and the metaTree also organizes information in a linear fashion. The DRtree adopts a ``partitioning'' of space into north, south, east, and inside, which is adopted by all nodes in the tree. The authors, however, do not present an insertion strategy. It appears that their structure is constructed using bulk loading, and it is unclear if the DR-tree can handle changes to the object set without having to be reconstructed. The 2DR-tree proposes a 2-dimensional node structure that fits the data as given and preserves spatial relationships between objects, instead of forcing n-dimensional data to fit a one-dimensional structure. The insertion strategy applies node validity rules to ensure that 1) spatial relationships between objects are maintained, and 2) reconstruction of the entire tree on insertion of a new object is not required. Limitations of the 2DR-tree include a unnecessarily high tree height and a low average space utilization within its nodes, which in turn results in high coverage, overcoverage and overlap of minimum bounding rectangles.
Therefore, we present an improved two-dimensional node and tree structure and strategy for spatial relationship preservation within a node. We also present our insertion and region search algorithms, along with a performance evaluation for both. Our goal is to eliminate the linear nature of existing spatial access methods, and at the same time improve the height, space utilization, overlap and overcoverage of existing methods.
THE MQR-TREE
In this section, we present our approach to the tree, organizing objects within each node, and the new insertion and search strategies. In addition, we demonstrate some features of the new insertion strategy through a short example. We utilize several terms in our work, which we define here first.
The term object can represent any object in twodimensional space, such as a point, line or polygon of arbitrary shape. An object or subregion of space that contains a subset of objects is approximated using a minimum bounding rectangle (MBR) . An MBR defines the minimum two-dimensional rectangular range that an object (or subregion of space) occupies. A node MBR is defined for every node in the tree. For a given node, it is the minimum two-dimensional extent that encompasses all MBRs in the node and all of the nodes in its subtrees.
Structure
All nodes in the mqr-tree have the same two-dimensional structure. Fig. 1 depicts the node layout. A node contains 5 locations -northeast (NE), northwest (NW), southwest (SW), southeast (SE) and centre (EQ). Each location contains either:
where obj_ptr is a pointer that references an object and MBR is the approximation of the object, or:
(MBR,node_ ptr) Fig. 1 Node Layout where node_ptr is a pointer to a subtree and MBR is the MBR that encompasses all MBRs in the subtree.
Every node in the mqr-tree must have at least two locations, and not more than five locations, that are referencing either an object or a subtree. It is possible to have a node contains pointers to both objects and subtrees. In light of this, we relax the requirement that the tree must be height-balanced. However, no path in our experiments (see Section 5) is more than 50% longer than the average path length.
Node Organization and Validity
In every node of the mqr-tree, we determine the relative placement of both objects and subregions by using the centroids of their MBRs. We define the origin of each node as its centre location. The objects that are referenced from the centre location have the same centroid as the centroid of the node MBR for the node. All other objects and subregions that are referenced from the other locations (NW,SE,SW,NE) are placed with respect to the centroid of the node MBR. Fig. 2 depicts the spatial relationships, where A refers to the centroid of a new object, and B refers to the centroid of the node MBR. The orientations (NE, SE, SW, NW) include centroids that fall on the axes (E, S, W, N, respectively).
A node is classified as either 'NORMAL' or 'CENTER'. In a NORMAL node, the locations are organized based on the orientations defined above (see Fig. 1 ). A NOR-MAL node is valid when:
• The node MBR encloses all the minimum bounding rectangles in the objects or subtrees that the node references, and • All objects or subtrees pointed to by a location are in the proper quadrant relative to the node centroid. In a CENTER node, the locations are organized linearly. A CENTER node only references objects whose centroids are the same as the centroid of the node MBR. In addition, a CENTER node is utilized only when more than one object exists with overlapping centroids. Fig. 3 depicts a NORMAL node containing three objects. Object 1 is located northwest of the centroid of the node MBR (defined by the dashed box on the diagram), while object 2 is located northeast of the centroid of the node MBR. Object 3 is located directly south of the node MBR centroid, therefore it is placed in the southeast quadrant.
Although the mqr-tree node resembles a quadtree node [4] , there are some significant differences that must be noted. First, the quadtree defines a recursive partition of space using the points that are inserted. Therefore, the entire space is indexed, including areas that contain no points. The mqr-tree defines an approximation of regions that contain objects. Therefore, the amount of space that is indexed by the mqr-tree is reduced, because only space that contains objects is indexed. Some whitespace (i.e. overcoverage) may be present, but is often significantly less than managed by a partition-based method. Second, the partitions in a quadtree are static after they are created when a point is inserted. In other words, the point that divides the space does not change when other points are inserted. In the mqr-tree, the point that divides the space into quadrants is flexible, and adjusts when objects are inserted. Finally, the mqr-tree accommodates objects whose centroid overlaps the node centroid separately from the node centroid itself, where in the quadtree the data point and the quadrant partitioning point are the same. This allows for the flexibility of the node MBRs (and their centroids) in the mqr-tree.
Insertion Strategy
The insertion strategy works as follows. Beginning at the root node, the node MBR is adjusted to include the new object. Then, the appropriate location, relative to the centroid of the node MBR, is identified for inserting a reference to the new object. If the location is empty, the reference to the object is inserted. Otherwise, the subtree is traversed in the same manner, until either: 1) an appropriate location is found that is empty and the object reference can be inserted, or 2) a leaf node is reached, and no proper location is available for the new object reference. If the object reference cannot be inserted in the proper location of the leaf node, then a new leaf node is created.
In addition, for each node on the insertion path, node validity is maintained by removing and reinserting objects that have changed orientation relative to the centroid of the node MBR during the insertion process. When inserting an object from a node, one of four things will happen to the node MBR:
• The centroid of the node will not change and therefore all objects remain in their proper orientation, • The node is a CENTER node, and the new object to In the second case, a CENTER node contains existing points or objects that all have the same centroid, but the new object has a centroid that differs from the other objects or points. Therefore, all existing objects must be moved. In the latter two cases, some objects may have shifted to a different quadrant due to the movement of the centroid of the resulting node MBR. If so, these objects are no longer in their proper relative node location. Any objects in this situation must be located and moved. In all of cases 2-4 above, the objects are moved by reinserting them beginning at the current level of the tree so that they are placed in a proper relative location. Fig. 4 (a) shows a NE expansion of the node MBR from the original area (shaded) to the new area. The MBR is split into four quadrants using hashed lines. The direction of the hash indicates the quadrant in which the object on that line is included. The regions that are labeled represent the destination location for the objects found within that region.The 'EQ' location has been omitted for clarity. Notice that after the MBR is expanded, partial regions that once belonged to the NW, NE and SE quadrants now belong to the region that makes up the SW quadrant. Any objects within these areas are no longer properly located relative to the new node centre, and would have to be relocated. Fig. 4(b) shows a SW contration in a similar manner. All other expansions and contractions work in a similar manner.
Insertion Implementation Details
Here, we present the implementation details for our insertion strategy. As mentioned earlier, at each level of the insertion path, one or more of the following actions take place when the MBR that represents a new object is inserted into a node: 1) Prepare the new object for insertion into the current node,
• increase the size of the node MBR of the current node in order to enclose the new object, • determine which quadrant that the reference to the new object will be potentially inserted into, • add the MBR reference of the new object to the insertion queue. 2) Locate the MBRs of objects or subtrees whose existing location in the node is no longer valid because the centroid of the node MBR has changed. Add these MBRs to the insertion queue. Algorithm: insert Input: n: node -node in which to insert newobj newobj: object -pointer to new object Variables: objs: queue -queue of objects to be inserted orig_mbr: mbr before new object is inserted in n item: object to be placed on objs queue === Begin === # if node is empty, insert newobj in center if number_childen(n) == 0 n->mbr = newobj->mbr n->loc[EQ] = newobj else # copy the original node MBR orig_mbr = n->mbr # merge newobj's MBR into the node's MBR merge_mbrs( n->mbr, newobj->mbr ) # Prep newobj for insertion item.quad = find_insert_quad( newobj->mbr, n->mbr ) item.obj = newobj # Add newobj to the insertion queue enqueue(objs, item) # Find other objects that are no longer in a # valid quadrant # Add them to the insertion queue find_shifted_objs(objs, n, orig_mbr) # (Re)insert objects in the current node insert_queue(n, objs) return === End === 3) (Re)insert the MBRs on the insertion queue into the current node. Fig. 5 presents the pseudocode for the main insertion strategy, which depicts an overview of the above sequence of events. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 present a sketch of the implementation for identifying MBRs of object or subregions that are no longer in the proper quadrant with respect to the centroid of the node MBR. It handles all four cases mentioned above: 1) identifying that no changes have occurred, 2) a CENTER node situation exists, 3) the new node MBR is larger than the previous one before a new object was added, and 4) the new node MBR is smaller than the previous one before a new node was added. Fig. 6 depicts the first two situations. First, to determine if no change to the proper locations of all existing references (plus the new object to be inserted) has occurred, the relative location of the centroid for the new node MBR with respect to the centroid of the original MBR is determined. If the centroids overlap, this means that, although an increase of then node MBR could have taken place, the centroid of the node MBR has not changed and all objects in the node are still in their propAlgorithm: find_shifted_objs Input:
q: queue -queue in which to place objects that need to be moved n: node -node to be updated orig_mbr: mbr -MBR of node n before merge Variables:
q: quadrant -relative location area_diff: int region: mbr === Begin === #first, find if any objects have shifted quads quad = find_insert_quad( n->mbr, orig_mbr )
if quad = EQ # nothing to do, MBR may have changed but all # objects are already in their proper location return if n->type = CENTER # The node is a center node and all objects in this # node need to be removed so they can be placed in # the appropriate quadrant # Find where the objects will be inserted quad = find_insert_quad( orig_mbr, n->mbr)
# remove all objects and place them on the queue for each node location 'tmploc' remove_and_q_objects(q, quad, tmploc, n->mbr) done n->type = NORMAL return # Get objects that belong in the EQ location adjust_region(n->mbr.cx, n->mbr.cx, n->mbr.cy, n->mbr.cy) remove_and_q_objects(q, EQ, n->loc[quad], region) area_diff = area_change( n->mbr, orig_mbr) er quadrants. The search for shifted objects ends here and the reference for the new object can be inserted (via the insert_queue function -see Fig. 9 ).
If the centroids do not overlap, then the other cases must be considered. The next case is determining if the existing node is a CENTER node, and the new object to be inserted has an MBR with a centroid that is not equal to the centroids of the existing MBRs in the node. We chose to handle this situation simply -we identify which quadrant they will be placed in, remove all MBRs from the CENTER node and place them on the insertion queue (via remove_and_q_objects, see Fig. 8 ), and change the node type to NORMAL. Fig. 7 depicts a portion of the last two cases of node MBR expansion and contraction. Here, we show how a NE expansion (see Fig. 4(a) ) is detected and handled. All other cases for both expansion and contraction are handled similarly. The expansion type is determined using the relative location of the new node MBR with respect to the original node MBR (this was calculated earlier). In our example in Fig. 4(a) , this expansion is NE, because the centroid for the new node MBR is northeast of the centroid for the original node MBR. After the expansion type is identified, the corresponding subregions that are affected by the node MBR expansion are also identified. Referring back to Fig. 4(a) , there are seven subregions that have shifted from one quadrant to another -NE to SE, NE to SW, NE to NW, NW to SW, SE to SW, NE to EQ (not in the figure) , and EQ to SW (also, not in the figure). Any MBRs in these subregions will need to be removed and reinserted into the proper quadrant. Therefore, each subregion is identified using the original and new node MBRs, and any MBRs that reside in these regions are removed and added to the insertion queue using remove_and_q_objects (see Fig. 3 ). Fig. 8 depicts the pseudocode for the function remove_and_q_objects. This function takes as input the node quadrant that potentially contains MBRs the must be relocated, the subregion that is affected, the destination quadrant for any MBRs that must be moved, and the insertion queue that the affected MBRs must be placed on. Its goal is to remove all MBRs that are accessible from input quadrant and that overlap the given subregion, and place them on the insert queue. Three situations exist: 1) the input quadrant references nothing, in which case the function terminates, 2) the input quadrant contains an MBR of an object, and 3) the input quadrant contains an MBR of a subtree.
If the input quadrant contains an MBR for an object, then a test is performed to see the centroid of the MBR falls within the shifted region. If so, it is removed from the node and added to the insertion queue.
If the input quadrant contains an MBR for a subtree, then two steps must be carried out. The first is to recursively call the function on each quadrant in the subtree, to identify objects that must be removed and reinserted. The second is to adjust the node MBR or delete the node if all MBRs have been removed during this process.
Finally, Fig. 9 depicts the function for inserting the MBRs on the insert queue into the current node (recall that this current node is the node that we started with at the beginning of the sequence of events above). This will attempt to insert the new object, as well as re-insert any removed MBRs, into the quadrant that is specified for each MBR. Again, for each object or MBR being (re)-inserted, several situations exist: 1) the specified quadrant in the node is empty, 2) the node is a CENTER node, 3) the specified quadrant contains MBR for a node, and 4) the specified quadrant contains an MBR for an object.
If the quadrant specified for an object or MBR is empty, then the MBR and corresponding reference can be inserted, and insertion is finished for the current object or MBR. If the node is a CENTER node, then the next available location for the MBR and reference is located and is inserted. If necessary, an additional node is added to form a linked list of CENTER nodes. If the quadrant that is specified for the new object or MBR is referencing a subtree, then the insert function (see Fig. 5 ) is called on the object or MBR, and the root of the subtree. Finally, if the quadrant contains an MBR for an boject, a new child node is created, and the insert function is called on both MBRs.
Example
Here, we demonstrate a few features of the mqr-tree by inserting some objects. Beginning with the node and objects in Fig. 3 , we will insert three more objects into the mqr-tree. First, Object 4 is inserted, which causes the node MBR to increase, Object 3 is no longer be in its proper location because its centroid now overlaps the centroid for the node MBR. Therefore, Object 3 is also reinserted, and is placed in the EQ location. Fig. 10(a) depicts the resulting node. Next, Object 5 is inserted. The node MBR does not change, so therefore no objects need to be checked to determine their proper location. Fig. 10(b) depicts the result node. Finally, Object 6 is inserted. The southeast quadrant is chosen, and the node MBR does not change. However, object 5 is already located in the same quadrant. Therefore, a new leaf node is created and Objects 5 and 6 are inserted into it. The new node MBR is created and referenced from the southeast quadrant in the parent node. Fig. 10(c) depicts the resulting mqr-tree.
Search
The mqr-tree has the potential for exploring different types of search strategies. For example, the opportunity exists to use a binary partition of nodes for performing a region search. For initial comparison purposes, we chose to implement and use a region search strategy that evaluates the overlap of a search region with the MBRs of all objects or subtrees that are referenced by a node.
PROPERTIES
In our investigations, we have identified some interesting properties of the mqr-tree index and insertion algorithm:
• For a distinct set of points, any point, and therefore any MBR centroid, has only one possible location in the tree. This leads to a tree that is independent of the insertion order of all objects.
• The centroid of a node will have the same orientation in its parent as does all the objects inclosed by the node MBR.
• The MBR of a location will have less then half of its area outside its quadrant, except for the 'EQ' quadrant. This may lead to a minimizing in overlap.
• With datasets consisting of only points, the overlap of any two MBRs at any level of the tree is zero. There is no area that has the potential to be covered twice.
EVALUATION
In this section, we present the results of our empirical evaluation of the mqr-tree. Initially, we compared the mqr-tree with the 2DR-tree [13] . We found that the mqrtree achieved significant improvements in height, space utilization, coverage, overcoverage and overlap over the 2DR-tree. Here, we compare the performance of the mqrtree insertion and region search algorithms with those from the R-tree [9] , which is considered one of the benchmark approaches for spatial indexing. We evaluate the mqr-tree insertion algorith musing rectangles, points, and lines. In particular, line data may generate significantly high amounts of overcoverage because a line is approximated with an MBR. Therefore, it is important to evaluate how the mqr-tree performs in the presence of line data.
Data Sets
We use both synthetic and real datasets for our comparison. With the exception of the road and railroad data (see below), all datasets are randomly generated and contain between 500 and 10,000 objects. Our datasets consist of: • road and railroad data that vary in size from 11,000 to 122,000 line segments. This data is part of the Digital Chart of the World and obtained from [23] .
Experiments
For each dataset, we created 100 trees using each insertion algorithm on a random ordering of the dataset. The number of nodes, height, average space utilization in each node, total coverage of all MBRs, total overcoverage (i.e. whitespace) of all MBRs, and the total overlap between all MBRs was calculated for each tree. Because the mqr-tree is not height-balanced, the average path length (i.e. average height) is also recorded. In addition, for each tree created, 20 region searches were performed. Over all 20 searches, the average number of objects that overlapped the search region and the average number of disk accesses required were calculated.
Space Utilization Results
Due to lack of space in our result tables below, we omitted our space utilization calculations. However, over all insertion results, the average space utilization in nodes of the mqr-tree is between 50-55%, while the space utilization for the R-tree was between 70-74%. Although the space utilization of the mqr-tree is 22-23% lower than that of the R-tree, it is still at least half of the number of locations in the node.
Insertion Results on Uniformly Distributed
Synthetic Data Table 1 displays the results for the data sets consisting of uniformly distributed squares. Note that for the R-tree, the values for all parameters are averaged over all 100 runs, since these values vary for each tree. For the mqr-tree, the values are identical for all 100 trees. As mentioned earlier, the new insertion strategy is independent of the order in which the objects are inserted. The only variation is in how many objects are moved in order to maintain node validity. Also note the two sets of values for height for the mqr-tree. The first value represents the maximum (i.e. worst-case) height, while the second value in parentheses is the average height (i.e. average path length).
Results show that the mqr-tree achieves a significant improvement over the R-tree in many aspects. In particular, there is a 14-55% decrease in coverage, a 33-80% decrease in overcoverage, and a 49-87% decrease in overlap. In all cases, the improvements increase as the number of objects increases. In addition, although the maximum tree height of the mqr-tree is higher than that of the R-tree, the difference in tree height decreases to 33% as the number of objects increases. It must also be noted that the average tree height of the mqr-tree is almost equal to the height of the R-tree. Also, it must be noted that the mqr-tree requires more storage space since it requires 45-50% more nodes than the R-tree. However, we believe that these limitations are a small price to pay for the significant decrease in coverage, overcoverage and overlap, which result in an increase in search performance. Table 2 presents the results for the data sets consisting of uniformly distributed points. The most significant finding in these results is that zero overlap is achieved when an index is constructed for points using the mqr-tree insertion strategy. This is very important because point queries can be executed without having to potentially traverse multiple paths in the tree. In addition, significant reductions in coverage (21-60%) and overcoverage (26-77%) occur. The values for height are similar to those obtained for the object datasets, and therefore we feel these are significantly outweighed by the achievement of zero overlap.
Insertion Results on Exponentially Distributed
Synthetic Data Table 4 presents the results for the data sets containing exponentially distributed objects. Significant decreases in coverage (36-55%), overcoverage (20-70%) and overlap (35-82%) occur in the mqr-tree over the R-tree. Table 3 presents the results for the data sets consisting of exponentially distributed points. Zero overlap is still achieved, and significant improvements in coverage (48-59%) and overcoverage (18-63%) of the mqr-tree over the R-tree are still achieved. Therefore, it is possible that the mqr-tree can perform a one-path search at most, while multiple search paths may be required for a point search in the R-tree. It should be noted that for the exponential- ly-distributed data sets, the mqr-tree achieves significantly worse tree height -in both the worst and average cases -than the R-tree. Table 5 presents the results for the road and railroad data. Here, we also achieve almost no overlap in the mqr-tree. The results show that a reduction in overlap of almost 100% is achieved. In addition, we also achieve over 85% in reduction in both coverage and overcoverage. The mqr-tree has a higher tree height in the worst case. However, given that the overlap and overcoverage of the mqrtree are significantly low, it is expected that more efficient searching will be achieved despite the higher tree height.
Insertion Results on Road and Railroad Data

Insertion Results on Synthetic Line Data
The results from the road and railroad data sets were surprising. We conclude that the above results occurred because: 1) the line segments were very small, and 2) the line segments were sequential in nature (for example, a road is made of several line segments that are connected end-to-end). Therefore, we conducted further experiments with randomly-generated line sets, where the lines are much longer than those in the road and railroad data sets. Table 6 presents the results for the horizontal and vertical line sets. This is expected to produce the best results since at the leaf level, the overcoverage of minimum bounding rectangles will be zero and the overlap will be very low (effectively, the only overlap are the intersection points between two lines). We find the most significant result to be in the improvement in overlap. The mqr-tree achieves lower overlap in all cases. Although the improvement amounts are not as high as with the road and railroad data, they are still significant, especially in the data sets with the higher number of line segments. Overall, we find in the smaller sets an improvement of approximately 45-50% lower overlap over the R-tree, while in the larger sets the improvement is as high as 92%. We also find the same trends for coverage and overcoverage, with improvements that increase from 3% to 58% for coverage and from 9% to 73% for overcoverage. The height, although still high in the mqr-tree, is comparable to those obtained in the initial road and railroad data tests. Table 7 depicts the results for the worst-case scenario, where the MBRs for all lines contain a significant amount of overcoverage. However, we find that for the most part the performance improvements of the mqr-tree over the R-tree are as significant as those found in the other evaluations. The only improvement that is not as significant is in the overlap decrease for the smallest test set. However, the mqr-tree still achieves lower overlap in this case. Table 8 presents the results of our average case, where there is a mix of lines that result in significant overcoverage and lines that have no overcoverage. We find results that are very similar to those for the horizontal and vertical line sets. We find that the mqr-tree achieves an improvement in overlap that ranges from 43% for the smaller data sets to 90% for the largest one. Similarly, we find improvements in coverage that fall between 3% and 57%, and for overcoverage that fall between 14% and 77%. This is very reassuring because it appears that diagonal lines (which in this case, make up 3/4ths of each data set) do not significantly affect the performance criteria.
Search Results
We compare the mqr-tree region search with the R-tree region search to determine if the significant reduction in overlap and overcoverage results in a significant reduction in the number of disk accesses required for performing the same region search. Tables 9, 10 , 11 and 12 present the results for performing a region search on mqr-trees that were built with uniformly-distributed objects, uniformly-distributed points, exponentially-distributed objects and exponentiallydistributed points respectively. For the most part, the mqrtree achieves a lower average number of disk accesses over the R-tree when performing a region search. In particular, when the number of uniformly-distributed objects increases, the amount of improvement significantly increases to over 50%. The exception to the improvement of the mqr-tree on region searching occurs in trees containing exponentially-distributed objects. Here, the R-tree achieves the more significant improvements in the number of disk accesses over the mqr-tree.
CONCLUSION
We propose the mqr-tree, a two-dimensional index structure that utilizes more efficient organizational structure than other existing strategies. In addition, it utilizes an insertion algorithm that achieves lower overlap and overcoverage, which in turn achieves improved search performance. We show through experimental evaluation that the mqr-tree outperforms a benchmark indexing strategy, and achieves no or little overlap. In particular, zero overlap is achieved when the mqr-tree is used to index point data, which is not achieved by the R-tree. Currently, the mqr-tree is limited to two dimensions. Future work includes the following. The first is to investigate the extension of the node structure to multiple dimensions and determine how this affects the search performance of the mqr-tree. The second is to increase the number of locations in a 2-dimensional node. The third, related to the second, is to explore a bottom-up strategy for height balancing. The fourth is to create a bottom-up tree-construction strategy to handle multiple insertions at once. The final improvement is a paging strategy that groups nodes based on a high probability that they are retrieved for the same queries. -these should be referenced in the body of the paper. 
